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Summary

r brief overview of Romani history in Romania is followed by some modern observations,
especially as regards the accumulation of wealth and its conspicuous display in specific
forms and on certain occasions. r consideration of the modern situation from an archaeo-
logical point of view asserts that what we as archaeologists would view as an elite is indeed
an elite (within the Romani population), but on the whole is a marginalized minority facing
discrimination. The article asks what we actually recognize as elite when we speak archaeo-
logically of ‘royal’ graves, and invokes the possibility of increased attention to multi-ethnic
or multicultural communities in prehistoric times.

Keywordsk Romanial Romanil social anthropologyl wealth destructionl elites.

Nach einem kurzen Überblick zur Romani-xeschichte in Rumänien werden einige moder-
ne seobachtungen beschrieben, insbesondere zur rnsammlung von Reichtum und dessen
auffälliger Zurschaustellung in spezifischen wormen und bei bestimmten xelegenheiten.
Unter setrachtung der modernen Situation von einem archäologischen Standpunkt wird
festgestellt, dass die vlite, die wir ‚archäologisch‘ sehen w2rden, tatsächlich eine vlite ist
(der Romani sevölkerung), diese aber insgesamt eine marginalisierte und diskriminierte
Minderheit sind. uie wrage wird gestellt, welche vlite wir eigentlich erkennen, wenn wir
archäologisch von ‚f2rstlichen‘ xräbern sprechen, und es wird dazu aufgerufen die Mög-
lichkeit multiethnischer/multikultureller xemeinschaten in der Urgeschichte stärker in
setracht zu ziehen.
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The ethnic group generally known in vnglish as ‘gypsy’ names itself Romani, Roma,
Sinti with several variants. yere, since mainly modern Romania will be discussed, the
main local term and spelling, Rrom, will be used in the following.

xenerally it must be stressed from the beginning, as has been remarked by many
others,b that the discussion of Rrom history and habits is made rather difficult by the
fact that, as a highly mobile people not permanently linked to any given place, they did
not need and do not have a written history or written traditions of their own. yistorical
and anthropological or ethnographic accounts were generally published by scientists
of other populations. This uncertainty even includes such simple things as establishing
who belongs to any given Romani group. Such basic information as the population size
thus remains uncertain, with a large variation in estimates. Self-declaration of ethnic
belonging is distorted by several factors, including fear of discrimination or simple mis-
understanding of the question. These are major error sources, which need to be kept in
mind, for government statistics, as well as for scientific discussions.c

rter many varied theories on their origin and migration, vuropean Romani have,
in more recent studies, been identified as a genetically coherent group (founder pop-
ulation).d They are closest to people living in northern/north-western zndia/Pakistan,
from where they probably departed around the middle of the first millennium ru.
This had previously also been proposed linguistically.e The migratory route, according
to the newer research, was probably one through Persia, the taucasus and rnatolia along
the southern slack Sea, and probably not a northern one across the vurasian Steppes.f

Similarly, a number of older presumptions, such as their coming with Tatar invasions, or
their origin from high class zndian warrior castes (launched with view to a more glorious
social standing), can be refuted. wor vurope, the earliest attestation is in the syzantine
vmpire around ru g and their further spread throughout vurope from the salkan
area probably began very soon aterwards, during the th century ru. yowever, they
are oten attested in documents later, in Romania only since , when the ruler, uan
z., transferred to the Monastery Tismana possessions from the Monastery Vodiţa near
Turnu Severin, which he had received from his uncle, Vladislav z., among which there
were also “camps/settlements” (sălaşe) of “aţigani”.h

zf they appear at all in documents during the medieval period and well into early
modern history, it is mainly as serfs, who could be sold just like objects. Serfdom was,

b zoviţă and Schurr , .
2 zoviţă and Schurr , .
d varly research connected to the National Social-

ist regime in xermany, and supported by such
renowned people and institutions as werdinand
Sauerbruch and the ueutsche worschungsgemein-
schat, has been discussed by wings, yeuss, and
Sparing . wor some of the more recent genetic

studies see Kalaydjieva, xresham, and talafell l
zoviţă and Schurr l Mendizabal et al. . On
the political, ethical, discriminatory and commer-
cial risks of genetic research see e.g. xreely .

e rchim .
5 zoviţă and Schurr , .
g Soulis , .
h rchim .



however, not always forced on either Rrom or other peasants, as has been briefly men-
tioned for Transylvania, where free peasants and gypsies would enter serfdom for money
and food.i zn Romania laws of , , and freed the serfs in public property,
including the Orthodox thurch (sishops, Monasteries etc.), and in – slavery
was generally abolished.j

yowever, this did not mean the end of their marginalization, either in Romania
or elsewhere in vurope. Rrom were officially persecuted under the government of Mar-
shall rntonescu, being considered ‘dangerous’ and ‘undesirable’ and were deported to
Transnistria from onwards. Post-war tommunist governments aimed to “create a
homogenous nation from the ethnic point of view,” and the Rrom were considered “not
integrated socially, with backward mentality and a negative attitude to work and social
life.”ba winally, today discrimination continues, although they are officially recognized
as an ethnic minority, with one guaranteed representative in parliament.bb

The stigmatization is, besides inhibiting the self-declaration as Rrom, also visible
generally in historical statistics. zn spite of a remarkable patchwork of many ethnic
groups in documentation showing the situation around / the Rrom do not fig-
ure at all, and were thus officially and statistically ‘invisible’. When they first do appear,
in the census for , they officially represent . % of the population. zn the most
recent census in around . % ( ) of the total population from Romania
( )bc declared themselves as ‘Roma/xypsies’, but estimates range from . to
. million (possibly more than %).bd rccording to census and self-declarations, most

Rromi are Romanian Orthodox thristians.
uescribed mainly by ‘outsiders’, Rromi are mostly organized in family clans/tribes or

occupational groups, each headed by a ‘bulibaşa’. rt present in Romania there are several
self-instated people competing as overall ‘rulers’ of the Rrom, either just in Romania, or
even worldwidek King wlorin tioabă (since , inheriting the position from his father
King zoan tioabă, who had assumed the title in ) and vmperor zulian Rădulescu
(since ), the two of which have family ties, and since King uan Stănescu, son
of King zlie sadea Stănescu, who had been crowned as King in in the old episcopal
church of turtea de rrgeş, taking up the old Romanian royal tradition.

i Verdery , k “ May . wree gypsy zon
Lukács ties himself in perpetual servitude to xen-
eral warkas Macskásy for fiteen florins, a horse,
three-and-a-half bushels of wheat, and four cups
of wine.”

9 rchim .
ba rchim .
bb Pfeifer al Pfeifer bl xreenberg , – l l

Totok .

b2 uata from the National znstitute of Statis-
ticsk httpk//www.insse.ro/cms/files% tstatis-
tici% tcomunicate% talte% t % ttomuni-
cat% urTv% PROVzZORzz% RPL% e.pdf
(visited on / / ). Several of the internet-
resources referred to in this paper are no longer ac-
cessible, having been either removed by the original
providers, outdated as newsreports or blocked in
anti-discrimination measures.

bd zoviţă and Schurr , .



xenerally speaking, two main categories of Rrom may be recognizedk permanently
sedentary and highly mobilekbe

The sedentary groups (vătraşi) live(d) in villages, oten connected to nobles or monas-
teries (e.g. ‘cărămidari’ – those making bricks). Some have integrated completely and do
not even use the Romani language any more.

The more mobile groups (lăieţi) are usually grouped according to their crats, e.g.
ursari (from dancing bears), căldărari or căldăraşi (from making cauldrons, kettles),
fierari (blacksmithing – mostly in cities and villages), costorari or spoitori (from coat-
ing cooking vessels with tin), aurari/zlătari/giuvaergii (from gold working, sometimes
also placer washing),bf rudari, blidari and lingurari (woodworkers – producing agricul-
tural forks, spinning instruments, spoons), potcovari (horseshoe makers – mainly in
cities and villages), meşteri-lăcătuşi (iron fences, locks, keys), lăutari (musicians), ciurari
(sieves, combs, brushes), as well as many others such as flower-sellers, fortune-tellers,
spellbinders, shoeshiners, unqualified construction workers, and so on, may be men-
tioned.

Today however, most Rrom live in cities and towns and although many of the names
derived from occupations mentioned above are still used, most of the occupations them-
selves have practically disappeared. This aspect of group identities, originally derived
from specialized activities, is now losing its economic basis. sesides this, some Rrom now
also practice agriculture, since during the redistribution of land in the post-tommunist
period, mainly by the zliescu government of the s, all inhabitants of villages received
shares of the terrain, including the Rrom. Of the latter not all sold or rented out their
plots later. yow these interactions between economic and cultural identity function and
how they are adapted or changed has practically not been studied yet.

The highly mobile way of life, as well as several customs oten conflict with the
majority society. Thus the marriage of wlorin tioabă’s (himself married at ) daughter
rna-Maria (then years old) to Mihai sirita ( or ) in stirred international
protests, some reports even asking if the “xypsy child bride [was] a rape victimp.bg zn a

be The term ‘nomadic’ is not at all suited here, as usu-
ally a part, even if sometimes only a small one, of
the community stays in a fixed settlement while an-
other travels the country in pursuit of an income.

b5 Mentioned for Moldavia already in by tan-
temir , k “yaec Cingari [emphasis added]
colligunt, sordibus purgant, tantumque inde auri
sibi comparant, ut et quatuor auri occas, quae
drachmas faciunt, singulis annis principis coni-
ugi tributi nomine possint solvere.”, and a little
later for Transylvania by s2sching , k “rlle

siebenb2rgische wl2sse und alle säche, ja selbst
die xewässer, welche durch Regeng2sse entste-
hen, f2hren xold, der rranyos [yungarian name,
meaning ‘golden’, in Romanian the river rrieş] aber
2bertrit in rnsehung desselben alle andere. uie
xoldwäscher sind, außer den Wlachen, welche an
den wl2ssen wohnen, meistens Zigeuner [emphasis
added].”

bg httpk//www.cbsnews.com/stories/ / / /world/
main .shtml (visited on / / ).

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2003/09/30/world/main575953.shtml
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2003/09/30/world/main575953.shtml


interview tioabă commented on the early marriage age, that the Rrom community
“counters the ageing of society by such early marriages. bh

xenerally the Rrom are still discriminated in Romania and some of their newer
behaviour reinforces envy and hatred.bi

Hoarding and the display of wealth

rter this very brief sketch on Rrom history and society, z shall now turn to the question
of hoarding and the display of wealth.

The post-war tommunist governments in Romania confiscated precious metals, in
whatever form it existed (coins, jewelry, tableware),bj attempting to monopolize control
of gold and silver. rter the war and at the beginning of the tommunist period, every-
one who could, attempted to treasurise values, either in gold coins or in jewelry, and
the government measures were not directed mainly against Rrom, but perhaps affecting
them especially due to their specific traditions.ca uocumentation of the ‘nationalization’
process has hardly been published, although registration of the confiscations was done,
as becomes evident by the return of gold now. The quantity of gold in dispute is quite
considerablekcb between and the National sank of Romania had returned .
tons of gold, . % of the total, the rest being repaid in money. Of the returned gold

kg were coins, half a ton of jewelry and kg of tooth-gold. rt present the largest
quantity any single person received is kg of gold (to a Romanian living outside the
country at the time), with the highest compensation being for kg of gold, also to an
expatriate.cc Only around persons, out of registered confiscations, had
received compensation in , most of the others purportedly not having filed claims,
for various possible reasons (lacking information, deaths, no heirs etc.). zn fact the en-
tire amount may be much larger, as just the Rrom of sotoşani tounty reclaim kg of
gold.cd

bh znterview published in the daily journal „Maxim”,
rd October k httpk//www.maxim.ro/circus/fea-

ture/ /regale_cioaba_vs_iulian_imparatul.html
(visited on / / ).

bi Recently see Lari .
b9 Law of th rugust “Se va ceda aurul sub

orice forma” (gold in any form will be ceded [to
the government])k httpk//ponturifierbinti.com/aurul-
tiganilor (visited on / / ).

2a See httpk//ponturifierbinti.com/aurul-tiganilor (vis-
ited on / / ).

2b The data given here is mostly from newspaper ar-
ticles and news broadcasts, since there is not offi-

cial data openly accessible. Therefore the numbers
and quantities stated need to be viewed with reser-
vations. yowever, it is clear that very considerable
wealth is being re-distributed.

22 rM News, th January k “xoana după aur.
Ţiganii – coşmarul sNR” – httpk//www. am.ro/stiri-
revista-presei/ - - /goana-dupa-aur-tiganii-
cosmarul-bnr.html (visited on / / ).

2d Ziarul de zaşi, th September k
httpk//www.ziaruldeiasi.ro/local/botosani/sute-de-
kilograme-de-aur-tiganesc-confiscate ni h q (visited
on / / ).



Fig. Potcoava, Olt county.
Situation where gold coins had
been hoarded under the tiled
floor at the home of the bulibaşa
of the căldăraşi. Robbed in rpril

.

r bulibaşa from sotoşani county, Mihai Preda, stated that

[…] more than a thousand gold napoleons and cocks had been confiscated from
his own grandfather and father, which were the inheritance passed from gen-
eration to generation and which could only be used in the worst of cases. The
only thing that was let, was a chain with a golden cross, weighing over g,
which was worn around the neck.

ye further mentioned, that the more such money a gypsy had, the more powerful and
respected was the family.ce The hoarding of gold coins still continues today among Rrom,
even though this fact becomes public only on rare occasions.

The coins, as Mihai Preda mentioned, are mostly called ‘cocoşei’ (cocks – for the
image depicted on the french coins) or ‘mahmudea’ (Mohammeds – named ater Turk-
ish gold coins), and were collected in weights of and g (i.e. the standard weights
of the issues). The names themselves have to a large degree become generalized for gold
coins, also being applied to rustrian wranz Joseph ducats ( or ) which may sometimes
also be called ‘mahmudea’.

uocumentation for the hoarding of gold coins (silver is circulated freely) is mostly
lacking – z know this directly from Rromi and it is illustrated indirectly in rare cases,
such as a news-report about the bulibaşa of the căldăraşi (kettle-makers) of Potcoava (Olt
tounty), who was robbed by his own son. zn the Potcoava case the coins had been buried
(inside a jar) underneath the flooring, closed by tiles embedded in cement (which could
correspond to some prehistoric find situations) (wig. ). The son, in love with a different
girl from the one selected by his family, allegedly stole ‘mahmudele’ (according to



Fig. xold coins (‘mahmudele’)
hung up on textile strips on
stage beside the musicians at the
engagement of Steluţa Mihai and
Nasie Mihai in .

the images more probably rustrian ducats), which corresponded to a value of roughly
US $ at the time, leaving another ‘mahmudele’ in place.cf

Such hoards are clearly not ‘lost’ and not ‘gits to the gods’ or to other supernatural
powers, as is recently generally understood for the sronze rge hoards,cg but rather rep-
resent (hidden) wealth, and may be publicly displayed on certain occasions. On some
such occasions this ‘wealth’ is not only displayed, but may also be ‘given’ and otherwise
passed on to others. This wealth is, as mentioned above, also part of the basis for power
and social status among the Rrom.

Occasions for displaying and passing on wealth today may be engagements or wed-
dings, for which here the engagement, in , of Steluţa Mihai ( years), daughter of
a Rrom leader, from Strehaia, Mehedinţi tounty, to Nasie Mihai ( years) may stand

2e “ue la bunicul şi tatăl meu miliţienii au confiscat
peste o mie de napoleoni şi cocoşei de aur. rceştia
reprezentau moştenirea pe care ţiganii o lasă din
generaţie în generaţie şi de care te puteai atinge nu-
mai în cazul în care era neapărat necesar, adică dacă
aveai vreun necaz mare. Singurul lucru care mi-a ră-
mas amintire de la ei este un lanţ de aur cu crucifix
care are peste de grame. rcesta a fost purtat la
gît de toţi bulibaşii ţiganilor din sotoşani pînă la
mine”, s-a destăinuit Mihai Preda, bulibaşa tiganilor
din sotoşani. uupă spusele ţiganilor, napoleonii şi
cocoşeii de aur erau monede care aveau o greutate
de şi respectiv grame. tu cît aveai mai multe
astfel de monede cu atît erai mai puternic şi mai
respectat între familiile de ţigani. Ziarul de zaşi,

th September k httpk//www.ziaruldeiasi.ro/lo-

cal/botosani/sute-de-kilograme-de-aur-tiganesc-
confiscate ni h q (visited on / / ).

25 “Jaf în familie” k news broadcast on ProTV
th rpril k httpk//stirileprotv.ro/programe-

inregistrate/ /stirile-protv-de-la-ora- - -cu-
monica-dascalu- - - .html (visited on

/ / ), shown in a different (extended) ver-
sion of th rpril on “acasa direct, PoveŞtiri
adevăratek r furat mahmudelele din iubire”k
httpk//www.acasatv.ro/emisiuni/bulibasa-din-
potcoava-a-ramas-mai-sarac-cu- -de-mahmudele-
si-ilbanuieste-de-jaf-pe-fiul-sau-video.html (visited
on / / ).

2g v.g. s. yänsel and r. yänsel l yansen ,
each with further bibliography.



Fig. sride provided with gold
coins on red textile backing at a
Rrom wedding in tosteşti, .

Fig. uaughter of w. Stănescu at
her wedding in in xrajduri.
Note also the € symbols on the
house in the background.

as an example.ch rltogether the two engaged youngsters received more than kg of
gold, of which kg were displayed in the form of ‘mahmudele’ hung up on red
textile strips on stage beside the musicians (wig. )l besides this the grandmothers jewels
were worn by the future bride and a necktie of gold plates by the hopeful groom. rt a
high status Rrom wedding in tosteşti, in , the bride had practically been dressed in
gold coins (wig. ), similarly to the daughter of werdinand Stănescu at her wedding in

(wig. ),ci so that we regularly observe large sums being passed on in this way.cj

The bride from tosteşti could, had they ever met, easily have competed with the noble-
woman buried in the Royal Scythian-Saka kurgan of rrzhan ,da who, together with her
consort, had been provided with around kg of gold,db partly covering the costumes.



Fig. tonspicuous villa in
Turda.

Fig. Presumed status sym-
bols (Mercedes-stars, but up-
side down) and reference to the
owner, named ater a well known
film figure.

rnother way of lavish display, practiced more recently by Rrom, is the building of villas,
with expensive and very rich decorations, materials and very spacious (wig. ). Oten

2h See rdevărul on st May “Prinţesa Steluţa, lo-
godnă cu sute de salbe de aur şi zestre din uubai”k
httpk//www.adevarul.ro/news/eveniment/video–
galerie-foto–printesa-steluta-logodna-sute-salbe-
aur-zestre-dubai- _ bd fe c d a c ed/in-
dex.html (visited on / / ) and on nd May

“Logodnă cu zece kilograme de aur”k ade-
varul.ro/news/eveniment/logodna-zece-kilograme-
aur- _ ad a c d a e/index.html (vis-
ited on / / ).

2i See rdevărul on th October “Nuntă
ţigănească lângă zaşi. sulibaşa werdinand Stănescu
îşi mărită fata”k httpk//adevarul.ro/locale/iasi/update-
nunta-tiganeasca-iasi-bulibasa-ferdinand-stanescu-isi-

marita-fata-foto- _ ad f c d a b /in-
dex.html (visited on / / ).

29 The wedding of tosteşti was shown on
th rpril on “acasa direct, PoveŞtiri

adevăratek r furat mahmudelele din iubire”k
httpk//www.acasatv.ro/emisiuni/bulibasa-din-
potcoava-a-ramas-mai-sarac-cu- -de-mahmudele-
si-ilbanuieste-de-jaf-pe-fiul-sau-video.html (visited
on / / ). On the bride-price among (sul-
garian) Rrom, including the correction of much
misunderstandingk Pamporov .

da ťugunov, Parzinger, and Nagler .
db ťugunov, Parzinger, and Nagler .



Fig. Outstanding funerary
monuments of Rrom in Tim-
işoara. zn the background smaller
‘usual’ graves are visible, as well as
the funerary chapel.

enough certain (presumed) high status symbols are integrated, such as € symbols (wig. ),
Mercedes-stars (even if they may be upside-down wig. ) or references to well known
personalities. These buildings clearly stand out amongst the ‘usual’ houses of most of
the population and are already oten being described as ‘palaces’.

‘Rites of passage’

While lavish houses may be part of everyday life, it is during ‘rites of passage’ that wealth
is more ostentatiously displayed, as already briefly indicated above. rnother such event,
besides weddings, is the burial. zn connection with this Rrom in modern Romania and
Moldova express wealth by the monument above ground (mausoleum), but also during
the funeral itself. Thus the above-ground structures with columns, cupolas, expensive
building materials (e.g. marble, thermo-isolated windows and golden or gilded orna-
ments) remain permanently visible and keep the memory of the deceased alive (wig. ).dc

zn recent Rrom burials, however, there are also very expensive processions including
thousands of exotic flowers, oten on overloaded trucks,dd and tables stacked with food
and drink may be maintained for the mourners over several days or can be distributed
to poor people.de The underground burial chambers themselves may be equipped like
houses with all necessary furniture, gilded statues, fire-places, lamps, computers, as well
as telephone and fax connections, which at least partly do function and are not fake
symbols (wig. ).df

d2 See, for example, rdevărul of th June k
“Ţiganii din Timişoara au ridicat palate cu tur-
nuleţe pentru morţi. Un loc de veci cu ter-
mopane şi marmură costă . de euro”k
httpk//www.adevarul.ro/news/societate/Tiganii-

timisoara-ridicat-palate-turnulete-morti-loc-veci-
termopane-marmura-costa- -euro-galerie-
foto- _ ada ec c d a cb /index.html
(visited on / / ). These funerary monu-
ments are seen with envy and distaste by some



Fig. wurnished burial chamber
of a high status Rrom burial.

The comment, by Rrom relatives of the bulibasha Preda of Otaci, on the remark that he
was “surprisingly” buried without weaponk “… this tradition is not respected any more”
(emphasis added),dg could indicate that this was previously practiced. yowever, details
are lacking in this case and there are otherwise no indications or mentions whatsoever of
weapons connected to Rrom funerary practices. rll these features, while demonstrating
the high status of the deceased, do not remain visible but are preserved only in the
memory of the participants and onlookers.

groupsk “tavourile ţigăneşti cât palatele cu tur-
nuleţe sufocă cimitirele”, posted May .
httpk//blog.nouadreapta.org/ / /cavourile-
tiganesti-cat-palatele-cu-turnulete-sufoca-cimitirele/
(visited on / / ) or “Timişoara, pământ ţigă-
nesc. uupă ce şi-au făcut palate ilegal, ţiganii au tre-
cut la cavouri”k httpk//www.tracologie.info/minori-
tari/timisoara-pamant-tiganesc-dupa-ce-si-au-facut-
palate-ilegal-tiganii-au-trecut-la-cavouri- .html
(posted th March , visited on / / ) –
the website “Thracia. zdentitarian Press rgency” has
since been closed down.

dd v.g. “Mega inmormantare la tzigani”k
httpk//www. .ro/animale/Mega-znmormantare-
La-Tzigani/sKNuP wiu/ (visited on

/ / )l “znmormantare la tigani in Ro-
man”k httpk//www.youtube.com/watchpvnLjd-
huKzuOzY (posted in , visited on

/ / )l “r murit Vladimir târpaci”k
httpk//www.youtube.com/watchpvnZYld yyV eY
(posted . webruary , visited on / / ),
and several more.

de News of th rpril on “Ştirile ProTV
thişinăuk sulibasa tiganilor din Otaci a fost
inmormantat intr-un cavou de mii euro”k

httpk//www.protv.md/sport/social/bulibasa-tiganilor-
din-otaci-a-fost-inmormantat-intr-un-cavou.html#
(visited on / / ). wor similar habits elsewhere
see Mcwarlane .

d5 See “Tradiţii la rromi - aur, acordeon, fax şi
veioză în cavou!” published on “acasatv.ro” th
rpril k httpk//www.acasatv.ro/emisiuni/la-
povestiri-adevarate-traditii-la-rromi-aur-acordeon-
fax-si-veioza.html (visited on / / ), and
the news of th rpril on “Ştirile ProTV
thişinăuk sulibasa tiganilor din Otaci a fost
inmormantat intr-un cavou de mii euro”k
httpk//www.protv.md/sport/social/bulibasa-tiganilor-
din-otaci-a-fost-inmormantat-intr-un-cavou.html#
(visited on / / ).

dg News of th rpril on “Ştirile ProTV
thişinăuk sulibasa tiganilor din Otaci a fost
inmormantat intr-un cavou de mii euro”k
httpk//www.protv.md/sport/social/bulibasa-tiganilor-
din-otaci-a-fost-inmormantat-intr-un-cavou.html#
(visited on / / ) – the precise citation isk
“Surprinzător, însă, bulibaşa a fost înmormântat
fără armă, iar rudele spun că nu se mai respectă
această tradiţie”.



rs becomes clear from the above, the Rrom population has been documented in
Romania for at least years, but was probably present even before that date. yow-
ever, in most statistics they remain ‘invisible’ until the th century (albeit mentioned
in legal documents!). This is even more so from an archaeological point of view, neither
Rrom (or gypsy) graves, nor settlements having been identified as such so far.dh vven in
other regions, where some (but still very few) burials have been ascribed to this popu-
lation,di this is usually for late medieval to modern graves, if they can be dated at all. r
possible explanation for the general lack of archaeological traces for older gypsy burials
may appear to be the habit of destroying and burning the wagon/caravan and posses-
sions of deceased gypsies.dj yowever, in spite of several descriptions of such events, this
was not universally practiced either spatially or temporally. rmong the burials of the
surrounding majority population the Rrom remained ‘invisible’.ea

Quite contrary to this, ‘archaeologically’ the Rrom now suddenly become highly
visible, indeed conspicuous, ater the political changes of the s, although perhaps
not immediately. yoarding was and still is practiced (whatever the motives may be), and
lavish display of wealth in architecture, jewelry and burials is evident.

The reasons for this sudden ‘appearance’ and, indeed extraordinarily high ‘visibility’
have, to my knowledge, not been studied so far. The apparently obvious assumption, that
such open display of wealth and status has become possible only ater the tommunist
Period is, of course, a possibility. The ‘freedom’ offered by modern democratic Romania
certainly allows for more display and it may have taken some time to recover or accu-
mulate such wealth, which could explain why this did not occur immediately. yowever,
z think this may be rather too simplistic an explanation. znstead, or rather in addition, z
wish to remark that the entire situation somewhat reminds me of the processes observed
among nobles in yungary and Transylvania during the th centuryk

[…] eighteenth-century yungary and Transylvania were not far from being feu-
dal. The basic feudal institution of armed noble levy was abolished there only
when a standing army came into being in , and even then it was reinsti-
tuted and called up four times between and , during the Napoleonic
wars. rs the state gradually acquired institutional independence and usurped
the military functions of the nobility, these nobles changed from a warrior caste

dh wor the same situation in yungary recently see
sánffy . z am grateful to S. yansen for drawing
my attention to this study.

di Völling – , who gives some examples,
mainly from xermany (with older literature). ton-
trary to his conclusion, z do see an expression of
status in the especially lavish burials today.

d9 trooke l Sanderson .
ea On the ‘invisibility’ or ‘visibility’ of gypsies in gen-

eral see sastos . The question as to how far
negation of specific population groups was intended
by state administration or other social media is less
discussed here, but may have played a role even in
prehistory.



into a status group concerned with display and conspicuous consumption [emphasis
added].eb

r similar situation could also be mentioned for rntiquity, if we look at the changes in
xreek culture at the time the society adoring warriors and heroes changed to an elitist
urban one in which education and indulgence played a more important role as status
markers.ec

Taking into account the changes in Rrom life, from a highly mobile one, to a more
settled one in cities and towns, and the loss of many of their traditional occupations,
originally defining groups and now oten only preserved as group identity, the use of
lavish and conspicuous display of wealth may be used, perhaps not consciously, to rein-
force or create (new) identity.

rre these observations on a modern situation relevant for archaeologyp
Presuming that we could excavate the present situation, both the Rrom houses and

their burials would archaeologically be considered as ‘princely’ or ‘royal’, even if we may
not see them wearing and exchanging the rich jewelry presented at betrothals or wed-
dings. sut are these houses and burials really princely and royalp

They do indeed belong to an elite and we can certainly accept that it is an elite which
considers itself ‘royal’. So inside their social group we would archaeologically correctly
identify the high status (royal) class.

yowever, placed in the just slightly wider context of all the inhabitants of the region,
they are by no means the elite, but rather the leaders of quite a small section (even
given the higher percentage estimates) of a socially very much marginalized part of the
population of Romania!

rrchaeologically we would thus mistakenly take the highly expressive elite of a
marginal and discriminated ethnic minority as that of a much larger and very mixed
group of populations (Romanians, yungarians, xermans, etc.). The overall elite(s), if
there is/are any, might look rather pale against that of the Rrom, at least as far as the
more permanently preserved (archaeological) traces are concerned. wurthermore this
phenomenon has surfaced only ater the Rrom have been living in the region for at least

years, without any archaeological visibility! tlearly they did not cause the political
changes themselves and not only socio-political circumstances or ‘fashions’,ed but espe-
cially time and place are decisive in determining who can, wants or needs to express
status, in which way and when, and obviously also what we would see of the traces ar-
chaeologically at any given time later on.

eb Verdery , – , with evidence for such con-
spicuous and lavish consumption by the nobles
given on pp. – .

e2 Sherratt , note l Joffe , l N. so-
roka and R. soroka – .

ed wor an interesting study about changes in the struc-
ture and ideological background of some histori-
cal cemeteries in rmerica, without major political
shits, see Mcxuire .



tonclusion

z would therefore like to close with the questionsk Which elite do we actually see in
our archaeological ‘royal’ burials, and who is really depositing the hoards, for whatever
reason that may have been donep

tertainly for Romania, where mostly ‘monolithic’ cultures, usually poorly or not
at all defined, have been discussed for most of Prehistory,ee the old models need to be
revised. Oten and especially, but by no means only, in south-eastern vurope ‘foreign’
materials have been discussed for establishing chronological connections or cultural
contacts of exchange/trade.ef yowever, they could also be taken as indications for mul-
tiple ‘cultures’ cohabitating in certain regions and periods.

z shall mention just two examples from Romaniak
zn the varly sronze rge, or more precisely around st, in south-eastern Tran-

sylvania (and of course beyond) we find burials of the xlobular rmphora culture, the
Schneckenberg culture and the Monteoru culture within the same microregion, in ad-
dition to finds in settlements, where we further encounter influences from other cultures
quite far away, such as torded Ware/sell seakers, Nagyrév/yatvan and runjetitz/Únětice.
There are thus at least three ‘local cultures’ burying their deceased in one and the same
area simultaneously and strong influences (if we do not directly want to consider these
as other people) of three more distant ones in the settlements, perhaps indicating high
mobility.eg r similar situation appears to have existed elsewhere at the same time, as has
recently been reinforced for a slightly later period in Poland.eh

wor the Late sronze rge the idea of more than just one group occupying a given
area at a specific time had already been put forward by yänsel for the Noua culture in
Romania.ei This idea was extended by Popa and soroka based on the Noua culture set-
tlement of Ţichindeal, where participation of the Wietenberg, Monteoru, sistreţ-zşalniţa
and channeled yallstatt pottery cultures is documented.ej zn this case the people of the
Noua settlement, who are traditionally presumed to have been highly mobile (!), may
have included some others, or at least have had intense contacts, demonstrating once
more several groups living contemporaneously in the same space.

r Neolithic example of recently identified different population groups living to-
gether is rrbon sleiche in Switzerland, dated to – st. rlthough architecture
and plant uses appear to be the same throughout the settlement there are elements of
pottery which appear ‘foreign’. Originally these were interpreted as representing outside

ee wor a critical discussion of the ‘concepts’ of culture,
cultural aspect, group etc. in Romania see Motzoi-
thicideanu , – .

e5 Motzoi-thicideanu , with older literature.

eg Motzoi-thicideanu , under the respective cul-
tures, each with further literature.

eh Pokutta , – , – , with further
literature.

ei s. yänsel , – .
e9 Popa and N. soroka .



cultural influences or varying technological traditions. vspecially the detailed analysis
of the osteological remains from stockbreeding and fishing, as well as dietary prefer-
ences, very convincingly demonstrate two different population groups within the same
time period and site. The situation is now interpreted as illustrating a local group on
the one hand and newcomers from the east on the other, both living in two spatially
separate parts of one and the same settlement and (partly) practicing different resource
management. rlthough the differences are observable, the co-habitation was apparently
peaceful and eventually led to technology exchange between the two groups.fa sronze
rge migrations or the presence of ‘foreigners’ have indeed repeatedly been discussed
by archaeologists, including the question of interactions between the south-east vuro-
pean zone and xreece.fb vspecially in the zron rge the apparent presence of foreign-
ers becomes much more frequently remarked and covers larger distances. The Noric-
Pannonian influence during the early Roman zron rge in xermany,fc ‘alien’ women
‘given’, even across the sea, in order to establish or reinforce high status contacts (which
elites do we seep!) in the rdriatic region,fd or other ‘alien’ women in the late zron rge
(Xiongnu) cemetery of zvolga in Transbaikaliyafe may serve as a few examples. Motzen-
bäcker has discussed similar situations for the taucasus, a region today very heteroge-
neous ethnically, warning against too hasty interpretations of ‘foreigners’ and ‘invasive
migrations’.ff wor rntiquity we may remember the from xreece, a term which
denoted a foreigner, usually also xreek, established permanently in the city (especially
rthens), but without citizens’ rights and thus without political say, who paid a special tax
( ε ) for some degree of state protection. The could not buy land and
was therefore mostly active in commerce and crats. woreigners of the Middle rges have
been extensively studied by srather, who gives a wide range of examples of ethnically
heterogeneous populations, much helped by textual sources.fg Thus we see foreigners in
many various parts of the Old World and probably could identify such cases for all time
periods.

r somewhat lateral question here, as already remarked by srather, is that mostly
women are considered as foreign. This may well be a specifically western point of view,
although there are a few examples where the man is taken to be the alien. fh

5a tapitani and Leuzinger l Jacomet, Leuzinger,
and Schibler l uoppler et al. .

5b y2ttel l s. yänsel , each with older
literature.

52 semmann .
5d Teřzan , especially – .
5e srosseder .
55 Motzenbäcker .

5g srather , for the question posed here especially
section , on foreigners, ‘minorities’ and ethnically
heterogeneous populations, pp. – .

5h v. g. in a brief note by Wels-Weyrauch . – y2ttel
, although not directly stated, appears to con-

sider a male foreigner as owner of the unusual har-
ness from Tiryns. Pokutta , also identified
one of the immigrant groups in the Únětice culture
of Silesia as men, remarkably mostly of (presumed)
high status!



zn most of the cases treated by archaeologists mentioned above the ‘foreigners’ are
either taken as isolated presences (albeit in the case of some ‘given’ women regular), in-
dications of commercial or exchange contacts, or even as proof of (invasive) migrations,
which soon led to the replacement or restructuring of the preceding ‘cultures’. There is,
especially for the prehistoric periods, not much consideration of the possible existence
of several ‘cultures’ together at the same time and in the same space.

r multicultural and/or multiethnic background in Prehistory, in my opinion, needs to
be considered much more acutely than is being done at present.
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